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storage & work-
shop furniture
Conservation Storage, Workshop and Display Furniture

Since 1992 Conservation by Design Limited (CXD) has been supplying well designed, high  
quality storage, workshop and display furniture to the conservation market. Some items such as the 
Planorama® aluminium drawer storage system are made in our Bedford factory and others are made  
by selected partners chosen for their specific expertise.  The product portfolio contains storage cabinets, 
display drawers, picture racking and shelving for Museums, Galleries, Libraries and Archives. 

Conservation furniture should be made of safe non-reactive materials such as powder coated steel, 
stainless steel or anodised aluminium as they may be required to store anything from coins to flags 
or even Dinosaur bones all of which may have special requirements for their preservation. A&M take 
pleasure in finding solutions for the most difficult of storage problems.

In this catalogue some standard products are listed in popular sizes but often CXD work in partnership 
with clients to produce custom made solutions for their needs.
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ea&M StuDio ‘VX 200’ heavy load drawer 
range. 
The VX drawer range stands apart from other steel plan chests 
offering larger sizes and 200kg loading with no sagging. The 
exceptional weight loading of these drawers was originally 
developed for holding zinc printing plates but they have 
proved ideal for storing large and heavy archival boxboard or 
mounting board. Standing on telescopic legs the working height 
is adjustable between 800 and 1000mm. The runners operate 
smoothly on heavy duty roller ball bearings for ease of opening 
and closing even with a heavy loading. STUDIO VX units come 
with 9 drawers, each with a 50mm internal height.  
There are 9 sizes ranging from VX 01 with outside dimensions of 
width 860 x depth 630 mm to VX 09 width 1960 x 1430 mm.

SMD Drop front 
oversized drawers.
The special base design 
utilized for the drop 
front drawers facilitate 
bigger sized cabinets.

SMD Sloping front drawers on full 
extension telescopic drawer slides with 
Solander box storage shelves.

SMD Easy Loader roller shelves. 
These unique shelves feature smooth 
running rollers fitted to the front to 
aid the loading and unloading of 
heavy storage boxes.

a&M SterLing ‘SMD’ plan drawer range.
Smart Metal Design, proven designs custom made to order. 

The Sterling ‘SMD’ range of drawers feature a variety of tried and 
tested designs that have been developed and supplied to archives 
and libraries throughout the United Kingdom. The latest CNC 
technology allows custom made variations of size to be produced 
at very competitive prices. 

All cabinets are made from heavy duty powder coated steel and 
colours can be specified using the BS or RAL colour systems and 
feature a choice of roller bearings or telescopic drawer slides. 
They come with angled or flat fronts with recessed full width 
handles or can be fitted with conventional ‘U’ type handles. 
Unless otherwise requested the drawers are fitted with hinged 
flaps and rear cover plates to prevent curl of maps and drawings.

 Drawer depths can be specified as required however the classic 
angled front design with shallow 33mm drawers has proved very 
popular with the larger map libraries. 

In addition to the fixed front drawers a drop front design has been 
developed to ease the removal of files. This is especially helpful 
for higher-level drawers in stacked cabinets.  

a&M euro ‘kD40’ plan drawer range. 
These stylish and well designed, powder-coated steel drawers are 
designed for flat graphic works and are available in A1 and AO 
plus size which will take an AO A&M Visifile folder. Both sizes 
of cabinet are available in 4 drawer height combinations each 
running on smooth action roller bearings with drawer loadings 
up to 40kg. The drawers can be sub-divided into ‘A’ format sizes 
using optional drawer dividers. These fit into pre-punched slots 
in the draw base. There is a retaining clamp at the front and fold 
over panel to the rear of each drawer to prevent papers being 
pushed over the back edge. KD40 drawers feature two label 
holders, central handle, a secure central locking and an anti-tilt 
system, which only allows a single drawer to be opened at a time. 
They come with a choice of a closed steel plinth or an open sided 
steel base frame. To finish the cabinets plastic faced worktops are 
available. If required units of the same size are stackable.

The standard colour throughout the A&M EURO range is Light 
Grey RAL 7035, Pearl White RAL 1013 is also available but 
increases the delivery time: 

Product Code Drawer Configuration mm

EQHADC5063 Worktop - A1

EQHADC5060 5 x 65 external height drawers - A1 

EQHADC6540 5 x 130 external height drawers - A1

EQHADC5065 8 x 65 and 1 x 130 external height drawers - A1

EQHADC5061 10 x 65 external height drawers - A1

EQHADC5064 Plinth - A1

EQHADC5073 Worktop - A0

EQHADC5070 5 x 65 external height drawers - A0 

EQHADC7540 5 x 130 external height drawers - A0

EQHADC5075 8 x 65 and 1 x 130 external height drawers - A0

EQHADC5071 10 x 65 external height drawers - A0

EQHADC5074 Plinth - A0
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Bespoke solution

planorama®  
Drawers

For graphic works and three dimensional objects.

At the top of the range is the Planorama® system first delivered to 
the Utrecht State Record Office in 1970; this was acknowledged 
as being a revolutionary advance in archival storage. Since 
2000 these units have been made in A&M’s Bedford factory. 
Lightweight and space efficient, they are formed exclusively 
from conservation grade materials, including unique aluminium 
profiles from which drawers can be produced as thin as 10mm 
for coins or large enough to store ship’s flags at 4 x 5 metres.

To see how many drawers can fit into our standard height 
cabinets, please see page 138.

Drawer options
• Drawers can be supplied with a choice of inert, lightweight 
and rigid bases. The patented drummed polyester bases are the 
lightest and most suitable for shallow drawers and the maximum 
separation of documents.

• The standard drawer depths are 10mm, 20mm, 42mm, 
64mm, 86mm, 108mm and in addition deeper drawers can be 
customised as required based on 10mm increments. The drawer 
fronts feature a full width handle with integral label holder. Every 
new order of cabinets is delivered with a digital label maker with 
labels designed to fit the label holder  F .

• Planorama® has removable drawers of different depths which 
are interchangeable because of the low maintenance slides 
which are set at 10mm increments. Where very heavyweight 
storage is required high quality telescopic drawer slides may be 
fitted  B .

• Cabinets can be supplied with glass tops so that the top drawer 
acts as a display cabinet. Deeper drawers with glass, acrylic or 
polycarbonate tops are ideal for open access display  C . See 
page 174-176. 

• Drawers can also be removed and displayed vertically in the 
Frameorama™ profile. See page 174-176. 

• Cabinets with solid or transparent doors combining drawers 
and shelves are possible using this system  A .

• For special aesthetic needs drawer fronts of other styles 
including wood are available  G .

• Special features such as custom made enclosures for coins, 
drawer dividers made from aluminium or Plastazote® and 
securing devices for documents and wax seals can be fitted 
within the drawers  D &  E .

• The lightweight, removable drawers are extremely useful in the 
event of an emergency situation.

• Where required the drawers can be fitted with a unique pull 
out locking system to prevent them being removed without the 
use of a special device.

• Drawer depths can be mixed in a single module as required. To 
ensure a dust free environment the cabinet modules and the front 
of each drawer is fitted with dust exclusion brushes.

a C F

B e

D
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if it can be imagined it can probably be made.

Selected Customer References: The Royal Collection Trust, Tate 
Gallery, The National Library of Wales, The Science Museum, 
The Wellcome Trust, The Louvre, Musée Rodin and The 
Alhambra Archives.

Plorama drawers and cabinet

London Print Studio showing 
glass display top

Modular
The standard module heights are 204mm, 416mm, 592mm, 
768mm, 944mm, 1120mm, 1296mm but since Planorama® is a 
bespoke product other heights can be requested. 

• Modules can be stacked on top of each other using a secure 
fixing profile.

• Plinths or support frames can be made to specified heights and 
can be fitted with removable cleaning and access plates.

• The modules or plinths are supplied with solid aluminium and 
stainless steel levelling feet.

Security
• For safety to prevent the cabinet tipping the deeper drawers can 
be fitted with an anti-tilt mechanism so that only one drawer can 
be opened at a time.

• Cabinets are secured with an Abloy® central locking system.

• The cabinets have the option of stylish but heavy duty locking 
wheels.

Bespoke
The standard colour and finish is matt silver anodised aluminium. 
On special request a variety of colours can be achieved by 
anodising or polyester powder coating (G).

Approximately 1/3rd of the weight of steel cabinets. Planorama® 
has been selected for buildings with inadequate floor loadings.  

Where it is difficult to supply an assembled cabinet, Planorama® 
can be delivered as flat components and assembled by our 
technicians on site. 

The Planorama® design and sales department will supply 
a detailed quotation including packing, transportation and 
installation. See page 176 for how to order.

Forty years of installation experience gives us the confidence 
to deliver to most locations.  We will plan special delivery 
requirements before commencing work on your cabinets.G.L.Watson storage of large ship plans

Art Gallery Planorama showing a combination of deep and shallow drawers

g
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inspired by conservation needs
The A&M project team work closely with the conservator or 
architect to provide the best available furniture and equipment to 
fit the requirement and budget. Furniture is normally made from 
anodized aluminum based on the Planorama® system or powder 
coated steel.  For many years A&M have been working with a 
select group of specialist steel fabricators capable of producing 
custom made furniture to suit the requirements identified with 
clients. The A&M project team role is to understand customer 
needs and identify the best furniture solution to answer that 
need. Pride is taken in the quality of the furniture supplied and 

 studio & workshop furniture

it is expected to give many years of solid service.  Giving the 
best answer requires flexibility and it is not unusual to supply a 
combination of standard and custom made furniture.

Sharon Connell the Conservator at the University of Leeds 
Brotherton Library says: 

“We had our studio kitted out with furniture supplied by 
a&M - including desks, storage drawers, shelving and a 
light table - in 1995. it has endured very well indeed thanks 
to the excellent build quality and still looks stylish and 
almost as good as new”.

A&M EURO
Workshop drawer unit

A&M EURO
Workshop cupboard

A&M EURO
Workbenches

Customer references include:  
University of Leeds Brotherton Library, National Galleries 
of Scotland, University of Manchester John Ryland’s Library, 
Newcastle University Library, The British Library, The National 
Library of Ireland (Dublin), The Chester Beatty Library (Dublin), 
The British Postal Heritage Museum & Archive, The Wellcome 
Trust,

a&M euro Workshop range
The flexible and sturdy EURO Workshop range of furniture 
includes two series: The basic level ‘Module’ series and the 
highly specified ‘Function’ series that has a more comprehensive 
range of options. They both consist of benches, drawer cabinets 
and cupboards. All are fitted as standard with a flush fitting 
layered Beech worktop, 40mm thick. Benches are supplied in 
520, 1000, 1520 and 2000mm widths. They can incorporate 
integral lockable drawers and cupboards and are made to a 
standard height so they can sit flush against the worktops of other 
drawer cabinets and cupboard units within the range. 

The A&M EURO Workshop range is available in a consistent 
depth of 750mm which allows customers to select between 
ranges when selecting furniture. 

The standard colour Light Grey RAL 7035 will match other 
furniture from the EURO range or they can be two toned with the 
carcass in RAL 7035 and the drawers in Distant Blue RAL5023. 
They can also be supplied in other colours including Pearl White 
RAL 1013 but this may add to the delivery time.

The drawer and cupboard units are constructed from steel 
and are fully welded allowing a 60kg or 80kg drawer loading 
depending on the drawer type. Drawers are mounted on roller 
ball bearings and have a pull out stop system. All drawers are 
supplied with a label strip in the handle. 

The housing typically has a total load capacity up to 500kgs, 
which includes the weight in the drawers and any additional load 
placed on the worktop.  

Bench options
•	Workbench.
•	Workbench with drawers.
•	Workbench with cupboard.
•	Workbench with drawers and cupboard.
•	 ‘Function Strips’ providing compressed air or electrical power sockets 

can be provided to the front or rear of the unit.
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euro hinged and Sliding Door Cabinets. 
To compliment the EURO Storage and Workshop furniture 
A&M offer a comprehensive, well-designed range of cabinets 
in standard sizes. Although less robust than our bespoke ranges 
these are ideal for office work and less demanding storage 
applications. They are fabricated from environmentally friendly 
powder coated steel. The standard colour Light Grey RAL 7035 
will match other furniture from the EURO range. Alternatively 
they can be two toned with the carcass RAL 7035 and the 
drawers in Distant Blue RAL 5023. They can also be supplied in 
other colours but this may add to the delivery time.

euro hinged Door Cabinets  
Series: 900 & 1250
Hinged door cabinets are available with plain steel or partially 
glazed doors and feature ergonomic twist handles with rotary 
cylinder locks. The doors close using a three bar system, which 
runs into both the top and bottom of the steel housing with an 
additional bar between the two doors for extra security.  

Each series is available in two heights, standard 1950mm or as a 
1000 mm counter unit.  

The Series 900 cabinets are 890mm wide offering up to 500kg 
total loading for the housing, with each shelf capable of holding 
up to 65kg.  This series is available with shelf depths of either 
415mm or 535mm which are adjustable at 30mm increments. 
The doors are hung on concealed pivot hinges, allowing 125o 
opening and have soft close dampener seals.  

The Series 1250 cabinets are 1254mm wide with a housing that 
offers a total loading of 800kgs. Individual shelves can support 
230kg or 310kg with the addition of an extra support. The 
635mm shelf depth is deeper than other cabinets of its type and 
is adjustable at 30mm increments.  The doors are hung on visible 
pivot hinges that permit a wider 180o opening.

euro hinged door Cabinets standard Configuration

 Cabinets

Solid Door

Description Series Housing Shelf
  Capacity kg Loading kg

1950 x 545 x 890mm 900 500 65

4 Shelves

4 Compartments 330mm high

1 Compartment 360mm high

1950 x 635 x 1250mm 1250 800 230

3 Shelves

4 Compartments

1020 x 415 x 890mm 900 500 65

2 Shelves

2 Compartments 330mm high

1 Compartment 150mm high

Window Door

Hinged Lid Archive Box (Boxes p19)

Drop Sprine Box (Boxes p10-12)
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Sliding doors provide the ideal solution where space is limited 
such as corridors or narrow aisles. The cabinets are available in 
18 standard sizes with a variety of shelf configurations. 

The Series 1000 cabinet features full width shelves with 
individual loading of up to 80kg and a total cabinet loading 
capacity of 400kg. The Series 1500 and 2000 have 80kg shelves 
with a central dividing wall for additional strength increasing the 
loading of the cabinet to 600kg.  Slotted rails at the sides allow 
adjustment at 17mm increments. Each series is available in two 
heights, standard 1950mm or as a 1000mm counter unit. There is 
a choice of three shelf depths; 400mm, 500mm and 600mm. 

The doors run on special rollers and are made rigid by corrugated 
reinforcements. They close quietly on rubber buffers and feature 
inset aluminum handles and are secured by means of a push and 
turn cylinder lock.

Description Product Code Shelf
  Depth mm

1000mm High x 1000mm Wide Range:

2 full width shelves EQKSDC2912 400

 EQKSDC3032 500

 EQKSDC3152 600

1950mm High x 1000mm Wide Range:

4 full width selves EQKSDC2932 400

 EQKSDC3052 500

 EQKSDC3172 600

1000mm High x 1500mm Wide Range:

2 x 2 half-width shelves, with central wall EQKSDC2942 400

 EQKSDC3062 500

 EQKSDC3182 600

•	 1000mm	High	x	1500mm	Wide

•	 2x2	half-width	shelves

•	 Central	wall

•	 Ergonomic	handle	and	secure	lock

•	 1000mm	High	x	1000mm	Wide

•	 2	full	width	shelves	for	large	items

•	 Secure	lock

•	 Ergonomic	handle

•	 1950mm	High	x	1000mm	Wide

•	 4	full	width	shelves

•	 Secure	lock

•	 Ergonomic	handle

•	 1950mm	High	x	2000mm	Wide

•	 2	x	4	half	width	shelves

Description Product Code Shelf
  Depth mm

1950mm High x 1500mm Wide Range:

2 x 4 half-width shelves with central wall EQKSDC2962 400

 EQKSDC3082 500

 EQKSDC3202 600

1000mm High x 2000mm Wide Range:

2 x 2 half-width shelves, with central wall EQKSDC2972 400

 EQKSDC3092 500

 EQKSDC3212 600

1950mm High x 2000mm Wide Range:

2 x 4 half width shelves with central wall EQKSDC2992 400

 EQKSDC3112 500

 EQKSDC3232 600

sliding door Cupboards specifications:

Premier™ Open Top File Box (Boxes p28)Timecare® Box POPULI Ringbinder (Boxes p13)Premier™ Magazine/Pamphlet Boxes (Boxes p27)
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StuDio Furniture System  
This range of furniture has been designed especially for graphic 
arts and conservation studios. It consists of fixed and height 
adjustable work tables, light tables, storage drawers and cabinets. 
They are made from heavy gauge powder coated steel and have 
worktops normally made from Trespa® which is a hard working 
laboratory rated material that is durable and easy to clean. Other 
surfaces such as Corian or wood can be specified if preferred. 
The standard A&M Studio cabinets come in a variety of widths 
and depths and can be specified with drawers, shelves or a 
mixture of both. If required the drawers can have locks and anti-
tilt mechanisms. Cabinets can be fitted with wheels if required 
and can be fitted beneath the standard height workbenches. 

StuDio range - Work tables
Work tables are available in widths of 700mm to 2400mm and 
depths of 700mm to 1200mm and heights of 800, 900 and 
1000mm. 

To meet the increasingly demanding requirements of health and 
safety in the workplace we also offer electronically operated 
height adjustable tables. Custom made sizes and designs can also 
be requested.  

StuDio range - Drawer and shelf cabinets
Studio drawer and shelf cabinets are divided into 15 parts thus 
allowing shelves or drawers of various heights to be incorporated 
into a single cabinet. They are available in widths of 700, 800, 
900 and 1000mm and depths of 700, 800, 900, 1000 and 
1100mm and heights of 550 to 1000mm to either sit flush to or 
beneath the range of complimentary Studio work tables. Cabinets 
can be fitted with wheels and locks if required.

StuDio range - Shelf cabinets with doors 
Studio shelf cabinets with doors are supplied with one shelf 
which can be fitted into any one of the 15 pre-punched divisions. 
Extra shelves can be ordered. They are available in widths of 
500, 600, 700, 900 and 1200mm and depths of 700 and 900mm 
and heights of 550 to 1000mm to either sit flush to or beneath 
the range of complimentary Studio work tables. Cabinets can be 
fitted with wheels if required.

 studio furniture

• Durable powder coat finish
• Designed for studio use

• Drawer dividers
• Drawer unit to fit 
  beneath bench
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SterLing ‘SMD’ Museum Cabinets
Smart Metal Design, proven designs custom made to order. 

The Sterling ‘SMD’ Museum Cabinet range is precision 
engineered using the latest CNC and Robotic technology to 
produce short run, mass customized metal. Many of the designs 
have been developed to meet the specifications of leading UK 
National Museums. 

Museum Herbarium & Entomology Cabinets

Cabinets are made from fully welded heavy duty powder coated 
steel and colours can be specified using the BS or RAL colour 
systems, however if required they can be fabricated from stainless 
steel. All fixing holes are sealed against the ingress of museum 
beetle and doors are fitted with inert Plastazote® gaskets. 

They can be supplied with single or double doors, and fitted with 
shelves or trays.  

Shown here are examples of custom made cabinets designed to 
meet the needs of large institutional clients. 

Rolled textile or carpet storage cabinet. 

Entomology Cabinet with wooden drawers. Open Herbarium Cabinet Herbarium Cabinet Installation

Open Cabinet with insect display

Flat textile storage cabinet with 100% extension shelf / drawers.

 MuseuM Cabinets

SMD Museum Cabinets can be made to take existing wooden 
specimen drawers thereby providing a modern well-sealed  
inert environment. 
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Spicture and object Storage Systems
Bespoke picture storage systems are available as Pull Out or 
Cross Glide. The system includes special features and fixings to 
minimise damage from shock or vibration. The system is supplied 
within its own supporting framework. This reduces weight loading 
on floors and ceilings and makes it easier to dismantle should 
it be required to be moved to another location. The framework 
can be enclosed for cleanliness or climate control and the racks 
can be supplied with closed or open fronts. In addition to mesh 
frames for hanging pictures the system also includes shelving 
for museum objects. Rails and other fixings can be supplied for 
storing rolled textiles or as wardrobes for costume storage. An 
example of this can be seen in the A&M showroom.

There are two methods of operation available for both the Pull 
out and the Cross Glide systems to suit available budgets and 
technical requirements.  

1. Standard adjustable roller wheels suspended in an enclosed 
steel profile.  

2. Deluxe Linear roller bearings suspended on precision 
engineered stainless steel shafts. 

MoBiLe CoMpaCt SheLVing
The A&M Projects Department can supply mobile shelving as 
part of a storage project involving any of our drawer systems 
or cabinets alternatively we are happy to liaise with a client’s 
preferred provider of compact shelving systems. 

Mobile bases can be used to carry drawer units, cabinets, 
shelving systems or special picture storage racks.

EURO ‘KD’ Planchests on mobile compactor bases.

Shock absorbing ‘Soft Stop’ piston 
fitted to both ends for when the 
rack is opened and closed.

Front support wheel with gas strut 
shock absorber and twin guiding 
rollers.

Deluxe Linear roller bearing
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For open access and reserve Collections
There has been a growing demand for making collections more 
accessible and A&M have responded to this with a wide range of 
product solutions ranging from secure visible storage drawers to 
reserve collection showcases. The criteria for reserve collection 
storage can be very different to normal gallery display. For 
example, visible storage of reserve collections needs to store as 
well as display and will contain many more objects. Delicate 
museum objects in public access drawers need to be cushioned 
against vibration caused by careless opening and closing of 
the drawers. Access to the contents of the drawers should be 
difficult for the public but easy for the curator. Reserve collection 
showcases should be solid and functional and sealed to the 
required conservation standard against dust and humidity. 

planorama® glass top cabinet and display 
drawers
Planorama® anodised aluminium drawer cabinets can be 
converted by the addition of a special profile designed to allow 
the top drawer of a cabinet to be used as a showcase. This 
unique profile is known as Frameorama™, it was designed to 
accommodate laminated glass or plastic up to a thickness of 
11.5mm for high security display. It is a stylish profile which can 
be transformed by the addition of insert plates of different colours 
or finishes.

Planorama® drawers can be covered in various ways with glass, 
polycarbonate or acrylic including Tru-Vue, Optium® Museum 
which is lightweight, non reflective, UV blocking quality and 
scratch resistant. The drawers can be lined or provided with a 
variety of fittings to secure the objects displayed.

electronically operated, push Button high 
Security Drawer Cabinets
The electronically operated conservation display drawer cabinets 
are smooth fronted, without handles so they cannot be opened/ 
closed too quickly or forcibly by those that may not know or 
appreciate the delicate nature of their contents.  The drawer 
electronic regulator ensures opening starts and stops slowly so 
that the enclosed objects are protected against shock or vibration. 
The guided opening and closing mechanism prevents lateral 
vibration. 

They are designed so that only one drawer can be open at a time.

 display furniture

glass top Display 
Drawers 
A&M custom made, glass top 
display drawers are typically 
manufactured from steel with 
a durable powder coat finish. 
Drawers can be finished with 
wooden fronts and liners made 
from Zero Formaldehyde (ZF) 
MDF with Baumann cloth 
coverings, activated charcoal or 
Plastazote, which can be routed out to securely house delicate 
objects.

Each of these display drawers are bespoke and made to fulfil the 
concept of the designer or client.

 Glass top & display
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Discovery high Security Drawer Cabinets
These unique conservation display drawer cabinets will give you 
complete peace of mind over your displayed collection – with 
easy accessibility for visitors whilst providing high-level security 
protection.

The A&M Discovery unit is manufactured in steel with a durable 
powder coated finish. Each cabinet is designed with drawer 
frames which are loaded with a removable base tray and secure 
glass cover enabling the contents of the cabinet to be quickly 
and easily changed. Additional display trays can be supplied, 
allowing a new display to be prepared remotely, ready to be 
loaded into the drawer frames for the next exhibition.

 hiGh seCurity Cabinets NATIONAL MUSEUMS LIVERPOOL CLORE NATURAL HISTORY CENTRE

Specifications

• Built from steel with a powder coated finish to colour co-ordinate with 
surrounding décor.

• Central locking of complete cabinet using Abloy® high security locks.
• Each drawer frame accommodates a removable and interchangeable 

smooth base display tray.
• Removable laminated glass drawer cover with two discrete Abloy® 

locks.
• When drawers are fully opened, 100% of the display area is visible.
• Silicone gasket for controlled air exchange for each drawer.
• Internal base display tray construction is resistant to water ingress 

from above.
• Robust anti-tilt drawer mechanism - allowing only one drawer to be 

open at a time.
• High quality drawer slides with security system to prevent 

unauthorised removal of drawers from cabinet.
• Fully accessible for display tray loading, unloading, cleaning and 

maintenance.

options

• Handles - different styles, materials and colours
• Drawer fronts - steel, wood, mdf etc.
• Variety of label holders
• Locking - different levels of key security available
• Limit switch mounting for internal display lighting
• Bespoke build - sizes to your specifications

Bespoke drawer liners and inserts made to order using  
in house CAD cutting service
• Plastazote®

• Charcoal MattingTM

• Corrosion Intercept® foam
• Timecare® Museum mount board
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a
y Frameorama™ Display Frame

The Frameorama™ profile originally designed to fit on top of a 
cabinet can also be used vertically as a wall frame and has been 
used as the foundation for a number of custom made display 
furniture solutions including climate controlled display frames 
and high security showcases.

Items secured in a Planorama® drawer can be transferred from 
a cabinet directly to the Frameorama™ display frame reducing 
handling and risk to the object.

planorama:  
easy to plan (p166-177)
Remember – each Planorama® is made to measure to fulfil 
individual storage needs of width, depth and drawer height 
configurations (Including ISO formats 4A, 2A, A0, A1, A2, 
A3, A4). Drawers of different heights can be combined 
together within a module (see guide below).

Conservation furniture shown in this catalogue has been selected to illustrate the wide range of standard, tailored and bespoke 
solutions that can be offered to suit most applications and specifications. A&M can also work with customers to design and 
specify other furniture as required.

For large installations and bespoke solutions, such as Planorama and high security discovery drawers, A&M can offer 
an enhanced design service including technical drawings and site visit.

For tenders, please contact A&M Project Sales Department.

Step 1
Discuss and agree 

requirements

Step 2
receive quotation, 
sent within 7 days

Step 3
Confirm requirements 

and place order

Step 4
Convenient delivery 

date agreed

How to Order

neW proDuCt

planoLux Conservation Light Wall 
For Maps, Posters and Large Artwork.

Please visit www.conservation-by-design.co.uk  
for more details.


